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Rapidly emerging evidence continues to describe an intimate and causal relationship between
sleep and emotional brain function. These findings are mirrored by longstanding clinical
observations demonstrating that nearly all mood and anxiety disorders co-occur with one or more
sleep abnormalities. This review aims to (1) provide a synthesis of recent findings describing the
emotional brain and behavioral benefits triggered by sleep, and conversely, the detrimental
impairments following a lack of sleep, (2) outline a proposed framework in which sleep, and
specifically rapid-eye movement (REM) sleep, supports a process of affective brain homeostasis,
optimally preparing the organism for next-day social and emotional functioning, and (3) describe
how this hypothesized framework can explain the prevalent relationships between sleep and
psychiatric disorders, with a particular focus on post-traumatic stress disorder and major
depression.
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Introduction
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The ability of the human brain to generate, regulate and be guided by emotions represents a
fundamental process governing our personal lives, our mental health as well as our societal
structure. Advances in cognitive neuroscience over the past two decades have helped
characterize the mechanisms underlying affective brain processes (Critchley 2005, Delgado
et al 2006, Hartley & Phelps 2010, Ochsner et al 2009), translationally bridging animal
models of emotion regulation and relevant clinical disorders (Davidson 2002, Delgado et al
2006, Drevets et al 2008, Etkin 2010). In parallel, an exciting collection of recent human
neuroscience findings has established a causal role for sleep in the optimal regulation of
affective brain function. Moreover, these reports offer tentative neural explanations for the
pervasive co-occurrence of sleep abnormalities in psychiatric disorders (Armitage 2007,
Buysse 2004, Franzen & Buysse 2008, Gottesmann & Gottesman 2007, Harvey et al 2003,
Tsuno et al 2005).
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Here, we first review basic experimental data in humans that establish an obligate symbiosis
between sleep and affect; both maladaptive consequences caused by the absence of sleep,
and adaptive benefits following the presence of sleep, with an emphasis on rapid eye
movement sleep (REM). Building on these findings, we next propose a REM sleep
neurobiological framework that may account for the observed interactions between sleep
and affective brain function. We conclude by discussing how basic experimental evidence,
and our hypothesized REM sleep framework, may provide mechanistic and therapeutic
understanding of the prominent co-occurrence of sleep disruption and affective disorders,
with a specific emphasis on posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and major depression. It
should be noted that this review targets the relationship between sleep and emotional
processing. In this necessarily focused capacity, it does not consider the nonetheless
fascinating, but currently less well characterized, interaction between sleep and mood states;
the latter which we and others considered distinct from emotions (emotions being shortlived events, often in response to external stimuli, while mood states are more sustained
events, often internally generated (Mendl et al 2010)).

Neurobiology of the Sleeping Brain
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Before considering the impact of sleep on emotional brain function, we first outline
respective neurobiological features that will importantly link these two processes in
subsequent sections. In humans (and other mammals), sleep is separated into two main
types: rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep, the
latter being further subdivided into 4 stages (corresponding to increasing depth of sleep).
These sleep stages are associated with dramatic alterations in functional brain activity and
brain neurochemistry, with changes in REM sleep being most relevant to the current review.
Neuroimaging studies reveal significant activity increases during REM sleep in emotionrelated regions both subcortically, in the amygdala, striatum and hippocampus, and
cortically, in the insula and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) (Dang-Vu et al 2010, Miyauchi
et al 2009, Nofzinger 2005). These changes in functional brain activity are paralleled (and
likely governed) by striking alterations in neurochemistry (Kametani & Kawamura 1990,
Marrosu et al 1995, McGinty & Harper 1976). Perhaps most remarkable is a substantial
reduction in levels of noradrenaline (norepinephrine) during REM sleep, falling to
concentrations below that of either NREM sleep or wake (Kametani & Kawamura 1990,
Marrosu et al 1995, Ouyang et al 2004, Park 2002, Shouse et al 2000); the lowest of any
time during the 24hr period. This REM sleep reduction is pertinent to emotion processing,
since noradrenaline is associated with numerous arousal-related emotion processes within
the brain (and body), and in dysfunctional ranges, is associated with specific
psychopathologies including PTSD and major depression.
Therefore, the neuroanatomical and neurochemical changes that dominate REM sleep show
a strong convergence with waking brain mechanisms of emotion reactivity, regulation and
consequential action (Dolcos et al 2005); themes that we will return to throughout the
remaining sections.
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Impact of sleep loss on emotional brain function: Reactivity and
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recognition
Emotional Reactivity
Together with impairments of attention, alertness and memory, sleep loss has consistently
been associated with subjective reports of irritability and emotional volatility (Horne 1985).
Restricting sleep to only 5hr a night across a 1-week period leads to a progressive increase
in emotional disturbance in participants on the basis of questionnaire mood scales, together
with diary documentation of increasing subjective emotional difficulties (Dinges et al 1997).
Moreover, accumulated sleep loss leads to an amplification of negative emotions in response
to disruptive daytime experiences, while blunting the affective benefit associated with goalenhancing activities (Zohar et al 2005). Congruently, one night of experimentally controlled
sleep loss increases subjective reports of stress, anxiety and anger in response to low-stress
situations (Minkel et al 2012), and increases impulsivity towards negative stimuli (Anderson
& Platten 2011). This is of particular clinical interest considering that impulsivity is
significantly correlated with aggressive behavior and suicidality (Plutchik 1995), both of
which are associated with sleep disruption (Bernert & Joiner 2007, Kamphuis et al 2012).
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Studies assessing objective physiological and neural measures of affect have provided
additional verification of, and explanatory mechanisms for, emotional dysregulation
following sleep deprivation. Assessed using functional MRI (fMRI), one night of sleep
deprivation triggers a 60% amplification in reactivity of the amygdala in response to
emotionally negative pictures, relative to a normal night of sleep (Figure 1a&b) (Yoo et al
2007). Moreover, this increase in amygdala reactivity is paired with a reduction in functional
connectivity with regions of the mPFC that exert top-down regulatory control of the
amygdala (Figure 1c&d), yet increased coupling with the fight/flight adrenergic-activating
brainstem center of the locus coeruleus. A similar profile of exaggerated amygdala reactivity
and reduced prefrontal connectivity occurs after 5 nights of 4hr sleep restriction; arguably a
more ecologically relevant paradigm in the context of societal sleep behavior and clinical
disorders (Motomura et al 2013). Moreover, habitual subjective sleep quality outside of the
laboratory is also significantly related to amygdala reactivity, as well as features of negative
affect and stress (Prather et al 2013). Additionally, inter-individual differences in the change
in connectivity between the amygdala and mPFC caused by sleep deprivation accurately
predicts the concurrent increase in subjective anxiety (Motomura et al 2013).
While the majority of studies to date have focused on changes within the central nervous
system (and specifically brain), it is of note that such central alterations are paralleled by
changes in peripheral nervous system physiology. One night of sleep deprivation amplifies
pupil diameter responses—an index of peripheral autonomic nervous system reactivity—
during the passive viewing of negative emotional picture stimuli (Franzen & Buysse 2008).
Congruently, sleep deprivation also increases sympathetic dominance of the autonomic
nervous system, indexed by changes in heart rate variability (Sauvet et al 2010, Zhong et al
2005). The latter is important, since this sympathetic bias is associated with a lack of
flexibility and capacity to respond to emotional challenges, and has been positively
associated with psychopathology (Appelhans 2006).
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Growing evidence suggests that sleep loss imposes a bi-directional nature of affective
imbalance, additionally triggering excessive reactivity to positive, reward-relevant stimuli.
One night of sleep loss enhances reactivity throughout regions of the dopaminergic
mesolimbic systems in response to pleasure-evoking emotional picture stimuli (Gujar et al
2011). As with aversive reactivity, this enhanced mesolimbic reward sensitivity is further
associated with decreased functional connectivity in regions of the medial and orbital
prefrontal cortex. Similar enhanced mesolimbic reactivity following sleep deprivation can
occur using monetary reward incentive paradigms (Libedinsky et al 2011, McKenna et al
2007, Venkatraman et al 2007). Beyond more abstract reward stimuli, such as money, this
impact of sleep loss extends to more primary reward-motivated behaviors – that of
appetitive food desire. Both acute and chronic sleep loss are associated with elevated
reactivity to food stimuli in salience and hedonic regions of the striatum and amygdala,
together with blunted activity in appetitive choice and decision making regions of the frontal
cortex (Benedict et al 2012, Greer et al 2013, Killgore et al 2013, St-Onge et al 2012).
Moreover, these neural changes are accompanied by an increased preference for higher
calorie foods (Greer et al 2013) and greater tendencies to overeat (Killgore et al 2013).
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In addition to changes in neural reactivity at the time of experiencing an emotional event,
sleep loss further alters the preemptive neural anticipation of impending emotional
experiences in both the amygdala and anterior insula cortex (Goldstein et al 2013). Of
special clinical relevance, trait anxiety levels predict inter-individual differences in the
extent of this exaggerated sleep deprived anticipation response (Goldstein et al 2013).
Specifically, high trait anxious participants express the most severe increase in anticipatory
reactivity under conditions of sleep loss; concerning considering these are already the
individuals at greatest risk for developing an anxiety disorder.
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Amplified anticipatory responding following sleep deprivation is also observed for rewardrelevant cues. One night of sleep deprivation elevates anticipatory activity within the
reward-sensitive region of the striatum to monetary decisions that can lead to either future
reward payoffs or losses – especially when those gambles are risky (Venkatraman et al
2007). Consistent with studies discussed earlier regarding appetitive food stimuli, the
increases in subcortical striatal reactivity following sleep deprivation co-occurs with blunted
activity in anterior insula cortex and orbitofrontal cortex, specifically to monetary losses.
Thus, sleep deprivation appears to trigger a state were rewards are overvalued (increased
striatal sensitivity), yet losses (through punishment) are undervalued.
Taken as a whole, these data establish that insufficient sleep exaggerates subcortical limbic
and striatal responses to both negative and positive affective stimuli, commonly associated
with impoverished prefrontal cortex activity and/or connectivity. The consequence appears
to be a pendulum like, bi-directional state of emotion imbalance at both ends of the valence
spectrum, fitting early anecdotal reports of affective liability following a lack of sleep (Dahl
1996). Furthermore, this exaggerated reactivity can if cued, be observed preemptively,
before the emotional stimulus itself.
Such a model of altered emotion reactivity following sleep loss is of translational relevance
for at least three clinical areas. First, remarkably similar patterns of altered mesolimbic
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system emotion reactivity, as well as limbic-prefrontal cortex connectivity, have been
reported in several affective psychopathologies, including major depression, bipolar
disorder, generalized anxiety disorder and PTSD (Davidson 2002, Drevets et al 2008, Etkin
2010, Etkin & Wager 2007, Nitschke et al 2009, Paulus & Stein 2006, Rauch et al 2000,
Shin et al 2006, Siegle et al 2007). Crucially, every one of these clinical conditions
expresses highly comorbid sleep disruption (Harvey 2011, Peterson & Benca 2006), and in
some of these disorders, sleep abnormalities form part of their diagnostic criteria.
Considering the overlap between the neural correlates of such conditions that demonstrate
co-occurring sleep disruption, and the patterns of neural dysfunction that can be
experimentally induced by sleep deprivation, it raises the important issue of whether sleep
loss plays a causal role in the etiology of these conditions. Moreover, should sleep be a
contributing factor, it would represent a novel treatment intervention target (Harvey et al
2011).
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Second, in the context of reward sensitivity, sleep disturbance is a recognized hallmark of
addiction (Arnedt et al 2007, Brower & Perron 2010, Dimsdale et al 2007, Pace-Schott et al
2005), leading to the recent proposal that sleep loss represents a common and reliable
predictor of relapse in numerous addiction disorders (Brower & Perron 2010). Additionally,
a prospective study has demonstrated that sleep problems assessed during childhood
significantly predict early onset of drug and alcohol use years later in adolescence, even
when controlling for effects of anxiety and attention deficits (Volkow et al 2009). As such,
the mesolimbic dopaminergic system appears to represent one common pathway through
which the effects of sleep loss and heightened addiction sensitivity can be understood. The
experimental evidence discussed earlier, demonstrating an interaction between a lack of
sleep and enhanced mesolimbic reward-reactivity, implicates sleep loss as a predisposing
and causal (rather than co-occurring) risk factor in heightened responsivity and hence
acquired addiction potential to reward-stimulating drugs. Moreover, beyond acquisition,
they further indicate a possible role for sleep disruption in the maintenance of addiction
habits, especially during attempted withdrawal, leading to higher relapse rates.
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Third, while anticipation is generally an adaptive process, aiding preparatory responses to
potentially threatening or rewarding events, exaggerated expectancy activity, such as that
observed following sleep deprivation, can be maladaptive. In the context of aversive events,
increased anticipatory limbic activity positively predicts clinical features of anxiety
disorders, such as worry and rumination (Etkin & Wager 2007, Nitschke et al 2009, Paulus
& Stein 2006), many of which express co-occurring impairments in the quantity and quality
of sleep (Papadimitriou & Linkowski 2005). Perhaps more concerning is that individuals
with higher levels of trait anxiety and are therefore already at higher risk for developing an
anxiety disorder, appear to be the most vulnerable to these anxiogenic effects of insufficient
sleep (Goldstein et al 2013).
Emotion recognition and expression
Intriguingly, a number of studies have reported what may at first be considered a
paradoxical blunting, rather than over-estimation, in the subjective rating of emotions in
others by sleep-deprived participants. For example, sleep deprivation decreases the
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subjective intensity ratings of threat-relevant (angry) and reward-relevant (happy) static
facial expressions (van der Helm et al 2010). Sleep loss additionally decreases the outward
expression of emotion by sleep-deprived individual themselves, as judged by expert raters
(Minkel et al 2011). Similarly, decreases in the vocal expression of positive emotion by
deprived participants is observed after a single night of sleep loss, suggesting that multiple
routes of emotional expression (e.g. facial muscles, vocalizations) are compromised by
insufficient sleep (McGlinchey et al 2011). In addition to diminishing outward emotive
expression, sleep deprivation also slows the generation of facial reactions in response to
visual presentation of faces (Schwarz et al 2013). Of concern, insufficient sleep appears to
trigger as much, if not more, of an impact on emotional expression in young children.
Recent evidence demonstrates that three-year-olds who do not obtain an afternoon nap show
dysregulation of both positive and negative emotional expression in response to emotional
stimuli, relative to those who have obtained a nap (Berger et al 2012).
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The potential disparity between these impairments and the objective neural data described
earlier, which have reported amplifications (rather than impairments) in limbic brain
reactivity following sleep deprivation can be reconciled when considering the concomitant
neural impairments in the prefrontal cortex. Not only are prefrontal regions implicated in
top-down regulatory control of subcortical limbic networks, they critically integrate primary
affective signals arising from these subcortical systems (such as the brainstem, limbic
system and basal ganglia) into second-order maps of the internal state of the organism
(Craig 2010, Craig 2011, Critchley 2005, Critchley 2009, Harrison et al 2010). It has been
argued that only through such mapping and hence appreciation of the current state of the
body in the frontal lobe, can the brain select appropriate behavioural actions for the
organism (actions that include emotion expression) (Craig 2010, Craig 2011, Critchley
2005, Critchley 2009, Harrison et al 2010). Set against this evidence, the above disparate
findings may be resolved. Specifically, the sleep-deprived brain may suffer a mismatch
between excessive subcortical reactivity yet impaired higher-order prefrontal functioning,
the latter preventing optimal integration and hence use of the former, as well as control over
the former. As a consequence, there can be a failure of affectively guided judgments,
decisions and, down-stream, behavioural emotive (re)actions.

Benefits of Sleep on Emotional Brain Function
NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Fear Conditioning: Acquisition, Generalization and Extinction
Beyond emotion reactivity, recognition and expression, sleep has further been demonstrated
to play an influential role in modulating conditioned fear. In classical fear conditioning
paradigms, neutral items (e.g. a tone) are repeatedly paired with a coinciding noxious event
(unconditioned stimulus; e.g. electric shock), triggering fear reactions. After an association
is formed between these two elements, the presentation of the previously neutral item alone
(now referred to as the conditioned stimulus – the tone, in this example) is sufficient to elicit
a conditioned fear response. However, if this conditioned stimulus is subsequently represented (the tone), but now in the absence of the coinciding unconditioned stimulus (the
shock), the fear response to the conditioned stimulus (the tone) gradually dissipates—a
process known as extinction. Importantly, extinction is not accomplished by “unlearning”
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the old fear association, but instead, by new learning of fear inhibition (Phelps et al 2004).
Beyond learning such direct associations, contextual cues can also modify fear responses.
After fear conditioning, even the testing environment itself—where the conditioned stimulus
(the tone) is associated with the unconditioned stimulus (the shock) —can signal an unsafe
context, and trigger a fear reaction. Conversely, a safe context that was not previously
associated with the conditioned-unconditioned stimulus pairing, such as a novel or
extinction environment, can promote inhibition of the fear response, even when the
conditioned stimulus (tone) is presented. In the following sections, we describe the impact of
sleep and sleep loss on 1) the consolidation of fear conditioned learning, 2) the extinction of
conditioned fear, and 3) the appropriate maintenance or inhibition of fear responding
depending on unsafe or safe contexts.
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Focusing first on consolidation a night of sleep consolidates and strengthens conditioned
fear responses (neural, physiological and behavioral) compared to the absence of intervening
sleep, and as a consequence, results in superior discrimination of fear-related from non-fearrelated cues (Menz et al 2013). Furthermore, the magnitude of this sleep-dependent
beneficial fear discrimination was positively predicted by the amount of intervening REM
sleep (Menz et al 2013). Together these findings suggest that sleep, and specifically REM
sleep, consolidates conditioned fear memories, allowing for an improved next-day
sensitivity to discriminate between threating and non-threating stimuli.
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In addition to strengthening fear memories, sleep also adaptively facilitates the subsequent
extinction of conditioned fear; a process that is know to be accomplished by way of topdown PFC inhibition of the amygdala. An intervening period of sleep, and specifically one
containing REM sleep, subsequently promotes more rapid diminution of fear responses
(here, skin conductance), and with it, the beneficial re-engagement of ventromedial PFC
(vmPFC) involvement during post-sleep fear extinction recall (Spoormaker et al 2012) The
latter finding is relevant considering the vmPFC is a region know to be necessary for
successful development of lasting fear extinction (Phelps et al 2004). Combined with the
findings described above, these data indicate that intervening sleep not only strengthens
conditioned fear, but also primes the neural mechanisms to extinguish fear the next day,
should experience dictate it. Moreover, that the extent of these benefits appear to correlate
with the amount of REM sleep is perhaps no coincidence: the brain areas recognized to
support fear acquisition and extinction (mPFC, amygdala, hippocampus) are all reactivated
during REM sleep (Dang-Vu et al 2010, Miyauchi et al 2009, Nofzinger 2005, Phelps et al
2004), and through such REM sleep brain network restoration, may aide the appropriate
return of top-down PFC action on the amygdala, governing these processes (van der Helm et
al 2011).
Beyond simply strengthening or extinguishing fear responses, recent evidence demonstrates
that sleep, relative to time spent awake, preferentially modifies the appropriate expression of
fear, depending on whether the conditioned stimulus (the tone) is presented in an unsafe or a
safe surrounding context (Menz et al 2013, Pace-Schott et al 2009). As a consequence,
individuals who sleep demonstrate significantly more adaptive expressions of fear, either
maintaining or inhibiting fear responses, depending on the presence of unsafe or safe
contextual cues, respectively (Menz et al 2013, Pace-Schott et al 2009). Sleep therefore
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facilitates the most appropriate or “intelligent” expression of conditioned fear, based on
environmental information signaling threat or safety.
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As a whole, these data from fear conditioning experiments indicate that sleep, including
REM sleep, supports adaptive fear responding across numerous levels. The benefits of such
processes encourage proper generation and maintenance of fear responses in dangerous
situations, while inhibiting fear responses to non-dangerous situations. In contrast, sleep
deprivation impairs these same processes due, in part, to a loss of top-down prefrontal cortex
control of subcortical limbic regions. This is particularly relevant in a clinical context since
deficits in the extinction and ability to appropriately utilize surrounding contextual
information underlie fear-related disorders such as specific phobia and PTSD (Phelps et al
2004), the latter associated with marked sleep disruption (Germain 2013). Early evidence
already suggests treatment intervention promise: patients who slept immediately after
exposure treatment—a form of fear extinction learning—showed greater subjective
reductions in anxiety and negative cognition one week after treatment, relative to those who
remain awake for some time after treatment (Kleim et al 2013).
Emotional Memory
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REM sleep further plays an influential role in processing of affective information beyond
basic fear conditioning, particularly in the “offline” consolidation of emotional episodic
(autobiographical) experiences (for a review see (Payne & Kensinger 2010, Walker 2009,
Walker & van der Helm 2009)). Early work demonstrated that such offline emotional
memory consolidation could be attributed to late-night sleep, a time period rich in REM
sleep (Wagner et al 2001). Moreover, this preferential emotional memory retention persists
years later (Wagner et al 2006). Even individual emotional elements from a single affective
experience can be selectively discriminated and retained during sleep. By experimentally
varying the foreground and background elements of photographs, sleep targets the retention
of emotional foreground objects within scenes, relative to either non-emotional foreground
items or the peripheral background elements of the same scenes (Payne et al 2012). Thus,
sleep (and not wake) can separate emotionally relevant from irrelevant components of a
single memory experience for selective consolidation (Payne et al 2012).
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Mechanistically, not only does the amount of time and speed of entry into REM sleep
predict the degree of subsequent strengthening and hence offline consolidation of emotional
(and not neutral) memory (Figure 2a&b), but the amount of EEG theta activity (4 – 7 Hz) –
a dominant electrical oscillation of REM sleep expressed over the prefrontal cortex –
predicts the overnight emotional memory retention benefit (Figure 2c&d) (Nishida et al
2009). These findings have led to the proposal that REM sleep represents a neurobiological
brain-state particularly amenable to selective emotional memory processing (Hu et al 2006,
Pare et al 2002, Walker 2009, Walker & van der Helm 2009), with theta oscillations
proposed as a carrier frequency that allows disparate brain regions that initially encode
different aspects of the emotional experience (e.g. visual elements, auditory elements,
olfactory elements etc.) to selectively interact offline. By doing so, REM sleep theta may
afford the ability to discriminately select and strengthen distributed aspects of specific
emotional memory representations across related but different anatomical networks, and/or
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promote their integration into pre-existing autobiographical memory networks (Cahill 2000,
Jones & Wilson 2005).
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It is also possible that emotional memory consolidation during sleep receives an additional
contribution from (although is not necessary for) the well-known changes in glucocorticoids
(cortisol in humans). In humans, cortisol secretion and REM sleep correlate in their
incidence during the night, with both dominating early in the morning close to the time of
awakening. Cortisol is also released in response to stressful events (Sapolsky et al 2000),
and can independently modulate emotional memory through direct and indirect effects on
the hippocampus and amygdala (McIntyre et al 2012, Roozendaal et al 2009, Sapolsky et al
2000). Moreover, experimentally increasing and decreasing cortisol concentrations prior to
sleep can bi-directionally alter the magnitude of emotional memory consolidation during
sleep (van Marle et al 2013, Wagner et al 2005). However, it should also be noted that the
impact of REM sleep on memory is not dependent on circadian regulation of cortisol:
emotional memory consolidation associated with REM sleep also occurs following an
afternoon nap that is decoupled from circadian timing of cortisol (Nishida et al 2009).
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Together, these results demonstrate that REM sleep preferentially governs the long-term
consolidation of emotional episodic memory experiences; an effect that may further be
facilitated by (although can nevertheless act independently of) variations in glucocorticoids
that coincide with nocturnal REM sleep. However, strengthening the memory of emotional
experiences appears to be only one of at least two benefits that REM sleep offers, as we next
describe.

REM Sleep Homeostasis of Affective Brain Function
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Building on this collection of empirical evidence, combined with the well-characterized
neurobiology of sleep and emotional processing in the brain, in the following sections we set
forth a REM sleep emotional homeostasis hypothesis. From this framework emerge two
unique, non-mutually exclusive, brain benefits of REM sleep that promote adaptive
emotional next-day functioning. The first describes a function of REM sleep after an
emotional experience, helping resolve strong emotions associated with those challenging
memories. Specifically, REM sleep is proposed to strip away the visceral charge (the
emotion) from affective experiences of the prior day(s), depotentiating their emotional
strength while still consolidating the information (the memory) contained within that
experience – a form of “overnight therapy”. The second outlines a role for REM sleep
before an emotional experience, recalibrating the sensitivity and specificity of the brain’s
response to initial emotional events. As a consequence REM sleep primes key brain regions
to appropriately react to affective experiences, allowing accurate and adaptive next-day
discrimination of one emotional experience from another by faithfully registering their
respective salience values.
Emotional memory resolution: Sleeping to Forget and Sleeping to Remember (SFSR)
Our first proposed function of REM sleep takes place after the occurrence of emotional
events, and involves aiding the reprocessing of prior affective experiences, including those
most traumatic. Although there is abundant evidence to suggest that emotional experiences
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persist in our autobiographies over time (strengthening of the memory) (Dolcos et al 2005),
an equally remarkable but less noted change is a reduction in the affective tone associated
with their recall (depotentiation of emotion). Affective experiences appear to be
remembered more robustly than neutral memories due to well characterized set of
adrenergic and peripheral autonomic reactions elicited at the time of the experience,
orchestrated, in part, by the locus coeruleus (McGaugh 2004). These adrenergic bursts at the
time of affectively charged experiences are believed to adaptively prioritize the formation
(and hence long-term retention) of such salient information within the brain, creating what is
commonly termed an “emotional-memory” (Figure 3a). However, the later recall of these
memories tends not to be associated with the same magnitude of autonomic (re)activation as
that elicited at the moment of experience – suggesting that, overtime, the affective “blanket”
(the emotion) that originally tagged the memory at the time of learning has been removed,
whereas the information of the experience (the memory) remains (Figure 3b). We propose
here (and elsewhere (Van der Helm 2012, Walker 2009, Walker & van der Helm 2009)) that
the unique neurobiological state of REM sleep supports decoupling of emotion from
memory such that we sleep to forget the emotional tone, yet sleep to remember the memory
of that experience. This model further posits that if this process is not achieved, the
magnitude of affective “charge” would persist, resulting in a condition of chronic anxiety
within autobiographical memory networks.
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Three specific biological features of REM sleep are proposed to provide an optimal
biological milieu within which this form of “overnight therapy” can be achieved:
neuroanatomical, neurophysiological and neurochemical (Figure 3a). First, the prominent
increase in activity within limbic and paralimbic structures during REM sleep (Nofzinger
2005) supports the ability for reactivation and hence (re)processing of previously acquired
affective memories. Second, the neurophysiological signature of REM sleep involving
dominant theta oscillations within subcortical as well as cortical nodes offers large-scale
network cooperation during REM sleep for the strengthening of distributed aspects of the
emotional memory representation (e.g. perceptual, contextual), across such related but
different anatomical networks. This then results in enhanced consolidation and integration of
that memory. Third, these interactions during REM sleep (and perhaps through the
conscious process of dreaming) critically and perhaps most importantly take place within a
brain that is low in aminergic neurochemical concentration (Pace-Schott & Hobson 2002),
particularly the suppressed noradrenergic input from the locus coeruleus (associated with
stress and anxiety responses when highly active) (Itoi & Sugimoto 2010, Ramos & Arnsten
2007, Sullivan et al 1999, Valentino & Van Bockstaele 2008). Therefore, REM sleep is
proposed to offer a unique biological condition in which to achieve, on one hand,
strengthening and consolidation of the informational core of emotional experiences (the
memory), yet additionally depotentiate and ultimately ameliorate the autonomic arousing
charge originally acquired at the time of learning (the emotion). Through the process of
developing stronger cortico-cortical connections, integration and assimilation of the
affective event(s) in the context of past knowledge is supported. As a result, emotional
experiences are preferentially retained long-term, but importantly the emotion, which was
initially critical to signify salience and priority at the time of learning, has been dissipated.
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The brain therefore preserves a memory of an emotional event, but which itself is no longer
emotional.
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Specific predictions emerge from this model. As partially demonstrated (see Emotional
Memory section), the first prediction is that the degree to which the information of those
emotional experiences are retained, long-term, would be proportional to the amount of postencoding REM sleep obtained, how quickly it is achieved (REM latency), as well as the
power of theta oscillations during REM. Evidence for all three of these predictions exists
(Nishida et al 2009, Pare et al 2002). Second, the inverse REM-relationship would hold for
the magnitude of emotional depotentiation after sleep. This too appears to be the case;
compared to those that remained awake, individuals who slept prior to re-exposure displayed
a significant overnight decrease in amygdala response to previously seen emotional images
(Figure 4a), together with a concomitant increase in amygdala-mPFC connectivity (Figure
4b). Furthermore, sleep also results in a significant dissipation of subjective emotional
intensity ratings, relative to the equivalent period of wake. Additionally, the success of
overnight emotion depotentiation at both a brain (amygdala) and behavioral (intensity
ratings) level is predicted by gamma EEG activity – a validated but indirect measure of
central adrenergic activity (Berridge & Foote 1991, Cape & Jones 1998, Keane et al 1976).
Specifically, those participants that express the lowest REM gamma, show the greatest
beneficial overnight reduction in emotion intensity (Figure 4c). Similarly, a daytime nap
dissipates the intensity ratings of previously exposed negative emotional face expressions
(Gujar et al 2010). However, not all participants who slept demonstrated this resetting of
emotional reactivity. Instead, only those who obtained REM sleep during the nap displayed
such a change in emotional sensitivity to the re-experience of the same previous face stimuli
(Figure 5). Further fitting with a role for sleep in emotional depotentiation, if participants are
not allowed to sleep the first night after being exposed to aversive emotional stimuli, there is
a failure of subsequent amygdala depotentiation to the same emotional stimulus during a
memory test, even following two nights of recovery sleep (Sterpenich et al 2007). The latter
finding is relevant clinically, and argues against some proposals for the use of sleep
deprivation after trauma experience to facilitate forgetting. Our model would argue the
opposite; sleep deprivation would prevent the beneficial removing of emotion from the
memory. Furthermore, while the emotion of the trauma can be clinically problematic, the
information from the experience (the memory) is nevertheless useful, helping guide future
actions based on past experience that may prevent experiencing the same negative
experience. Thus, it is the emotion that needs to be targeted, not the memory.
In summary, these studies provide support to the proposed neurobiological model of sleepdependent emotional memory depotentiation, one in which REM sleep is capable of
divorcing the visceral affective charge from prior emotional experiences, while preserving
the information of those episodes.
REM Sleep Emotion Recalibration
Our second proposed function of REM sleep takes place before the occurrence of next-day
emotional events, restoring optimal emotional reactivity. Adaptive emotional responding
requires accurate discrimination between salient stimuli (a potential threat to be avoided, or
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reward to be approached) and non-salient stimuli within the environment. Failures in the
ability to differentiate salient from non-salience information can lead to maladaptive
behaviors, such as generating excessive fear responses to non-dangerous situations (e.g. a
car backfiring). Based on marked changes in adrenergic neurochemistry described earlier,
we propose that REM sleep offers an overnight resetting function within key brainstem,
limbic and prefrontal brain regions. The functional consequence of this nightly recalibration
is the restoration of next-day emotional brain sensitivity and specificity necessary to guide
appropriate decisions and actions.
Three lines of evidence support the hypothesized capacity of REM sleep, which we describe
in detail below: (1) the active role of REM sleep in maintaining proper waking
noradrenaline tone, (2) that a lack of sleep, including REM sleep, alters brainstem
noradrenergic cell firing, producing a profile of signal-to-noise activity that prevents
accurate registration and discrimination of emotional salience, and (3) that altered
noradrenergic brainstem activity caused by sleep loss, and restored by sleep, directly and
indirectly modulate the responsivity profiles of the amygdala and mPFC; two regions
critically involved in detecting emotional salience.

NIH-PA Author Manuscript
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First, the defining neurochemical feature of REM sleep compared to NREM or wake is the
lack of locus coeruleus firing and thus release of it’s principal neurochemical, noradrenaline
(Ouyang et al 2004, Park 2002, Shouse et al 2000). As a result, the near absence of
noradrenergic concentration permeating the brain during REM sleep is potentially capable of
restoring post-sleep waking levels of noradrenergic tone within the brain (Kametani &
Kawamura 1990, Mallick & Singh 2011, Marrosu et al 1995, Siegel & Rogawski 1988).
Conversely, a lack of REM sleep, by way of selective deprivation, increases central
noradrenaline concentrations to levels that exceed those of rested waking brain function
(Mallick & Singh 2011, Siegel & Rogawski 1988). Thus, a dose dependent relationship may
exist between the quantity/quality of REM sleep and the decrease of noradrenaline across
the night. Moreover, an increase in REM sleep quantity/quality at night, either through
pharmacological intervention (Stern & Morgane 1974, Taylor et al 2008) or through
psychopathology states such as major depression (Blier & Briley 2011, El Mansari et al
2010, Hamon & Blier 2013, Ordway et al 2003), would predict a proportional decrease of
noradrenergic tone the next day, and with it, alterations in emotional brain function.
Therefore, REM sleep may serve an noradrenergic “housekeeping” function, one that
reduces and thus restores concentrations of noradrenaline to baseline each day (in humans),
allowing for optimal waking functioning (Mallick & Singh 2011, Siegel & Rogawski 1988).
Second, experimental manipulations that evoke elevated noradrenaline levels, similar to
those induced by sleep loss, impair the salience sensitivity and specificity of locus coeruleus
responding. During wake, noradrenaline neurons within the locus coeruleus display two
distinct modes of overall activity. In one of these modes, the locus coeruleus responds in a
predominantly phasic manner i.e. selectively, to salient stimuli within the environment (i.e.
salience “signal”), while maintaining a low level of baseline (tonic) ongoing activity (i.e.
background “noise”) (Aston-Jones & Cohen 2005, Mallick & Singh 2011, Valentino & Van
Bockstaele 2008). Thus, the overall threshold of reactivity to external events is optimal
along a gradient of potential emotional strengths (Figure 6a). However, the second mode of
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locus coeruleus activity, one that can occur under specific conditions (e.g. stress), is
characterized by a shift to high levels of persistent baseline tonic firing and elevated
noradrenaline levels. As a consequence of this high tonic background activity, the phasic
signals in response to external emotional stimuli result in poor signal-to-noise within the
system, and thus reduced specificity (Figure 6b) (Aston-Jones & Cohen 2005, Mallick &
Singh 2011, Valentino & Van Bockstaele 2008). It is precisely this pattern of locus
coeruleus activity and associated increased concentrations of noradrenaline that develop
under conditions of sleep deprivation (Mallick & Singh 2011). It is therefore possible that
the changes in the noradrenergic system caused by sleep deprivation produce a hypervigilant
brain state far less able to discriminate salient from non-salient stimuli (Figure 6b).
Conversely, the reduced next-day noradrenergic concentrations resulting from a
recalibration during prior REM sleep (Mallick & Singh 2011) may advantageously restore
this system, promoting the return of low tonic and strong phasic activity necessary for
accurate emotional sensitive and specificity.
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This model compliments a hypothesis posed by Siegel & Rogawski, which proposed a
beneficial role for REM sleep in promoting optimal next-day noradrenergic signaling (Siegel
& Rogawski 1988). However, the mechanism underlying this prior proposal of
noradrenergic modulation by REM sleep is different to the current model. The former
proposes a REM sleep action that alters noradrenaline receptor density, and by way of this
structural change, adjusts noradrenergic action. In contrast, the current theory proposes a
role for REM sleep in directly regulating the concentrations of noradrenaline itself, and
through this functional (rather than structural) alteration, governs optimal next-day
performance of the system.
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The present model can provide mechanistic insight into how REM sleep, and conversely
sleep deprivation, may influence salience detection in emotion brain regions beyond the
locus coeruleus, specifically the amygdala and PFC. The locus coeruleus modulates
amygdala primarily through the “beta” adrenergic receptor, while influencing the PFC
through two types of alpha receptors (alpha1/alpha2; (Ramos & Arnsten 2007). Under
conditions of low noradrenergic activity and low tonic/high phasic signaling promoted by
REM sleep, the locus coeruleus facilitates selective amygdala responsivity to salient stimuli,
in a phasic manner (through beta receptor control) (Figure 6a) (Hermans et al 2011, van
Marle et al 2009). This profile of amygdala responsivity is further enhanced by the effects of
the locus coeruleus on mPFC functioning, by acting on the alpha-2 PFC receptor (Figure
6a). In this mode of activity, the locus coeruleus increases mPFC engagement that enables
top-down control of the amygdala, preventing the amygdala from responding nonspecifically i.e. to non-salient stimuli (Aston-Jones & Cohen 2005, Ramos & Arnsten 2007).
Thus, REM sleep optimally restores the emotional salience sensitivity and specificity of this
adrenergic locus coeruleus-mPFC-amygdala functional network. In contrast, the state of
sleep deprivation promotes high background level of tonic locus coeruleus firing and
increased noradrenaline concentrations. This results in a similar tonic firing profile in the
amygdala (Figure 6b) (again through the beta receptor type) (Mallick & Singh 2011, van
Marle et al 2009, van Marle et al 2011), resulting in low emotional signal-to-noise reactivity,
decreasing specificity (the ability to discriminate stimuli along a gradient of emotional
strength) while maintaining or even elevating sensitivity (magnitude of reactivity) to salient
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events. Moreover, this situation is further exacerbated by high noradrenaline concentrations
that now impair PFC function due to a shift in binding to the (inhibitory) alpha-1 receptor.
As a result, there is diminished top-down control from the mPFC to the amygdala, releasing
amygdala inhibition (Figure 6a) and resulting in further generalized amygdala responding.
In summary, the quiescence of locus coeruleus activity during REM sleep throughout the
night restores the appropriate next-day tonic/phasic response specificity within this
emotional salience network (locus coeruleus, amygdala, PFC). The functional outcome of
this recalibration is the precise capacity for responding to, and discriminating between,
signals of varying affective importance, resulting in a balanced degree of emotion sensitivity
as well as specificity (Figure 6a).
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Several specific predictions arise from this framework. First, REM sleep should promote
increased top-down PFC control of the amygdala while sleep deprivation should be
associated with decreased connectivity between the PFC and amygdala, and exaggerated
amygdala reactivity. Early evidence supports these predictions. Sleep deprivation has been
demonstrated to decrease amygdala-PFC connectivity, relative to a full night of sleep (Gujar
et al 2011, Yoo et al 2007). Moreover, a night of sleep restores amygdala-mPFC
connectivity, the extent of which is selectively and specifically predicted by physiological
quality of prior REM sleep (van der Helm et al 2011).
Second, sleep loss, including that of REM sleep, should impair the ability for emotional
discrimination, while still resulting in as much (or more) outright sensitivity. It is just such a
profile of heightened sensitivity (neural) to strongly emotional stimuli that has been
observed at a neural level (Gujar et al 2011, Yoo et al 2007), together with decrease
discrimination specificity at a behavioral level (van der Helm et al 2010, Yoo et al). It
should be noted, however, that these data employ total sleep deprivation, and confirmation
for the involvement of REM sleep (either through selective deprivation, or demonstrating
that qualitative features of REM sleep reflective of reduced adrenergic tone, such as EEG
activity) has yet to be published.
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Third, achieving optimal noradrenergic recalibration by way of REM sleep should facilitate
the appropriate down-stream physiological and behavioral responses to salient relative to
non-salient stimuli. Indeed, in fear conditioning and extinction paradigms REM sleep has
been associated with more nuanced fear responding (measured by subjective shock
expectancy as well as skin conductance) capable of appropriately generating or inhibiting
fear responses, depending on environmental cues signaling threatening or non-threatening
circumstances. In contrast, sleep deprivation is associated with increased fear responding to
non-threating cues (Menz et al 2013, Pace-Schott et al 2009, Spoormaker et al 2012,
Spoormaker et al 2010), indicative of a failure to appropriately discriminate between
threatening and non-threatening information.

Implications for psychiatric conditions
The empirical evidence reviewed in this manuscript, combined with these two proposed
REM sleep functional models, suggest that pathological disruption to sleep, including REM
sleep, should lead to maladaptive neural and behavioral emotional responding. From a
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clinical standpoint, this is of particularly relevance considering that numerous psychiatric
disorders demonstrate (1) comorbid abnormalities in REM sleep, (2) alterations
noradrenaline activity, and (3) corresponding disruptions in limbic-prefrontal functioning.
Below, we focus discussion on two disorders where both these models may be of causal
importance: (i) Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), in which there is diminished and
disrupted REM sleep leading to excessive noradrenergic tone, and (ii) Major depression, in
which there may be excess REM sleep, and consequently diminutive noradrenergic tone.
Post-traumatic stress disorder
Building on emerging empirical evidence (Germain et al 2008, Spoormaker & Montgomery
2008), both the above-proposed REM sleep models have relevance to the etiology and
pathophysiology of PTSD, as well as understanding recent pharmacological treatment
interventions.
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PTSD has been associated not only with decreases in the total time spent in REM sleep
(Germain 2013, Lavie et al 1979, Mellman et al 1997), but also qualitative REM sleep
abnormalities. These included marked fragmentation of REM sleep (Breslau et al 2004,
Habukawa et al 2007, Mellman et al 2002) (indicative of arousal-related awakenings from
REM sleep linked to adrenergic surges), and increases sympathetic tone of the autonomic
nervous system (Harvey et al 2003, Mellman & Hipolito 2006) (reflective of heightening
adrenergic activity). Of further relevance, both objective sleep disturbances occurring in the
immediate aftermath of trauma exposure, as well as heightened sympathetic vagal tone
during REM sleep, are associated with an increased risk of PTSD (Koren et al 2002,
Mellman et al 2002). Congruently, the presence of insomnia in war veterans during the 4
months after deployment is a significant predictor of PTSD symptom development (Wright
et al 2011).
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These sleep abnormalities are also paralleled by significant alterations in the noradrenergic
system in PTSD. Based on recent neuroimaging data, patients with PTSD express
exaggerated locus coeruleus activity during REM sleep compared to controls, suggesting a
persistence (rather than normal quiescence) of the noradrenergic system in REM sleep
(Germain et al 2013). Consistent with this finding, PTSD patients do not show the normal
overnight reduction in noradrenaline concentrations (as indexed by noradrenaline metabolite
concentrations in urine), relative to daytime concentrations (Mellman et al 1995).
Furthermore, the degree of the nocturnal noradrenaline alterations are negatively correlated
with measures of sleep quality in both control and PTSD groups, such that greater
noradrenaline concentrations across the night are associated with worse sleep quality
(Mellman et al 1995). PTSD patients additionally experience elevated post-sleep
noradrenaline concentrations in cerebrospinal fluid, the extent of which positively predicts
the severity of PTSD symptoms (Mellman et al 1995). Given recent findings suggesting a
similar hyper-noradrenaline profile following REM sleep deprivation (Mallick & Singh
2011), it is possible that the elevated noradrenergic activity in PTSD is a direct consequence
of REM sleep disruptions.
These reported PTSD deficits in REM sleep amount, together with adrenergic activity
during REM have significant implications regarding the two above proposed functional
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models of REM sleep. Regarding the first emotional memory depotentiation hypothesis, if
the decoupling emotion from memory is not achieved across the first night following a
trauma experience, as may occur in PTSD, the model predicts a repeat attempt of the
affective demodulation on subsequent nights as the strength of the emotional “tag”
associated with the memory would remain high. If this process fails a second time, the same
events will continue to repeat across ensuing nights. It is just such a cycle of REM sleep
dreaming (nightmares) that represents a diagnostic key feature of PTSD (Lavie 2001). It
may not be coincidental that these patients additionally continue to display hyperarousal
reactions to associated trauma cues (Harvey et al 2003, Pole 2007). It further suggests that
the process of separating the affective tone from the emotional experience has not been
accomplished, and is hence consistently re-lived during subsequent cued or deliberate
waking recollection (Figure 7a). We offer the thesis that the PTSD pathological persistence
of central brain adrenergic activity during REM sleep in particular, reflected in hyperarousal
signals (Harvey et al 2003, Pole 2007, Strawn & Geracioti 2008) prevents the capacity of
REM sleep to palliatively decrease the emotion from the traumatic memory, leaving some
patients unable to depotentiate the emotion of this stored experience. Moreover, the
consequential next-day persistent amygdala hyper-reactivity may further prevent the
capacity for a return of adaptive amygdala-PFC connectivity and hence regulation.
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The second model of REM sleep emotional recalibration would separately predict that the
sleep disruption and related hyper-noradrenergic tone observed in PTSD should shift the
locus coeruleus-amygdala-PFC network functioning into a mode of poor emotional stimulus
specificity, yet persistent (or excessive) sensitivity (described in (Figure 8). Consistent with
this prediction, common symptoms of PTSD not only include hyperarousal and an increased
startle response, but also a generalization of the fear response to commonly non-threatening
stimuli; the former two indicative of heightened sensitivity, the latter of decreased emotional
specificity (Jovanovic et al 2012, Jovanovic et al 2009). Similarly, PTSD patients produce a
fear response of equal magnitude to both threat and non-threat related stimuli, preventing
emotion discrimination, while healthy controls show specificity only to threat cues (Grillon
& Morgan 1999). Further supporting this theory, and potentially underlying the alterations
in salience discrimination, PTSD patients express hyperactivity of the amygdala yet
hypoactivity of the PFC; a similar profile to that observed in sleep-deprived healthy controls
(Figure 8)(Motomura et al 2013, Yoo et al 2007). Thus, deficits of REM sleep in PTSD may
prevent the normal overnight restoration of lowered adrenergic tone, and with it, result in an
altered pattern of the locus coeruleus-amygdala-PFC activity, one that impairs emotional
specificity and thus discrimination, leading to generalized and hyper-sensitive responding.
Finally, both models further predict that treatments dissipating adrenergic activity during
REM sleep would have a therapeutic clinical outcome in PTSD. It is just such a benefit that
appears to be represented by the recent pharmacological intervention success in PTSD
patients using the drug Prazosin, which blocks the alpha-1 adrenergic receptor. Given
nocturnally, patients with combat PTSD and civilian PTSD both demonstrate a restoration of
REM sleep, together with decreases in trauma-dream symptomatology (Calohan et al 2010,
Raskind et al 2007, Raskind et al 2003, Taylor et al 2008). The proposed REM sleep models
offer putative underlying neurobiological mechanisms explaining this pharmacological
treatment success (Figure 7b). Specifically, the nighttime blockade of central adrenergic
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activity during REM sleep in PTSD dissipates levels back to a potentially critical subthreshold and normative level. As a consequence the pharmacologically imposed quiescence
of the noradrenergic system at night would (1) allow the first stages of emotional (trauma)
memory depotentiation during REM sleep to occur, and by doing so, improve clinical
symptomatology associated with hyperarousal as well as trauma memory, and (2)
additionally provide a recalibration of next-day noradrenaline levels that restore appropriate
locus coeruleus-amygdala-PFC activity, allowing for appropriate sensitivity and specificity
of emotion responding.
Major Depression
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Major depression is associated with exaggerated REM sleep qualities, including (1) a faster
entrance into REM sleep, (2) increased intensity of REM sleep (indexed in the number of
rapid eye movements), and (3) longer duration of REM sleep periods (Armitage 2007,
Buysse 2004, Franzen & Buysse 2008, Gottesmann & Gottesman 2007, Harvey et al 2003,
Palagini et al 2013, Tsuno et al 2005). Major depression has also been linked to deficiencies
in monoamine activity, including noradrenaline (Blier & Briley 2011, El Mansari et al 2010,
Hamon & Blier 2013, Ordway et al 2003). In the context of the REM sleep recalibration
model, the suppression of locus coeruleus activity occurring during REM sleep is predicted
to cause a dose-dependent decrease in associated noradrenalin levels across the night.
Therefore, the greater duration and/or intensity of REM sleep often reported in major
depression may provide a mechanistic explanation for the abnormally low levels of
noradrenaline commonly observed with this condition (Blier & Briley 2011, El Mansari et al
2010, Hamon & Blier 2013, Ordway et al 2003). Further, the resulting diminished
noradrenaline concentrations caused by excess REM sleep would decrease binding to the
alpha-2 receptor in the mPFC (Figure 9). As a consequence, there would be impaired mPFC
engagement and top-down control of the amygdala (Aston-Jones & Cohen 2005, Ramos &
Arnsten 2007). Due to this reduced noradrenaline availability and associated decreased
mPFC activation, the REM sleep recalibration model would further predict increases in
amygdala sensitivity to non-salient information in major depression, as well as impairments
in emotional salience discrimination. Emerging evidence suggests exactly this profile:
patients with major depression express non-specific amygdala reactivity that does not
discriminate between negative, neutral and positive images (Ritchey et al 2011). Thus, the
profile of generalized amygdala responsivity observed in major depression may, in part, be
driven by the blunting of noradrenaline activity caused by excess amounts of REM sleep,
altering PFC-amygdala emotional sensitivity and specificity.
If correct, pharmacologically increasing noradrenaline concentrations and/or decreasing
REM sleep should result in an amelioration of depressive symptoms, including restoration of
appropriate salience discrimination. Consistent with the model, pharmacologically
increasing concentrations of noradrenaline improves emotional signal discrimination of
affective face stimuli (Harmer, 2009; Harmer, 2004). Moreover, noradrenaline reuptake
inhibitors as well as dual noradrenaline/serotonin reuptake inhibitors prescribed for treating
major depression—both of which increase noradrenaline concentrations (Hamon & Blier
2013, Holshoe 2009, Tribl et al 2013, Trivedi & Daly 2008)—restore REM sleep features in
major depression, prolonging the time it takes to enter REM sleep and decreasing the total
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duration of REM sleep (Holshoe 2009, Tribl et al 2013). Furthermore, total and REM
specific sleep deprivation alone, without additional pharmacological intervention, can lead
to a rapid antidepressant effect in major depression (reviewed in (Benedetti & Colombo
2011, Wu & Bunney 1990). In summary, disproportionate REM sleep observed in major
depression may trigger excess next-day blunting of the adrenergic system, and further
provides a mechanistic explanation for the anti-depressant effects (including the restoration
of emotional salience discrimination) of both pharmacologically enhancing noradrenaline
availability and decreasing REM sleep characteristics.

Conclusion
A causal and bi-directional relationship appears to exist between sleep and emotional brain
function. Without sleep, the ability to adequately regulate and express emotions is
compromised at both a brain and behavioral level, common to both the positive and negative
domains of the emotional spectrum. In contrast, sleep, and specifically REM sleep, provides
a restoration of appropriate next-day emotion reactivity and salience discrimination. Beyond
processes basic emotion stimulus responsivity, sleep, and most consistently REM sleep,
additionally promotes the offline processing and consolidation of emotional memories.
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Uniting these empirical findings with the basic neurobiological features of REM sleep, an
emotional homeostasis framework emerges in which REM sleep provides at least two
discreet functional benefits (a) the therapeutic depotentiation of emotion from prior affective
experiences, and (b) a next-day recalibration of noradrenergic salience signaling by the
brain, restoring optimal emotion sensitivity and specificity. Moreover, these model offer
clarifying neurobiological insights underlying the neural etiology and expressed
symptomatology of PTSD and major depression, as well as novel mechanistic routes
through which pharmacological interventions currently used in PTSD and major depression
may operate.
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While considerable progress has been made in understanding the relationship between sleep
and affective brain function, the field is still only in its infancy, with much yet to understand.
We currently know little about the interplay between peripheral and central nervous system
mechanisms leading to abnormalities of emotion processing caused by sleep deprivation.
Similarly, the precise combination of sleep factors that reset the balance for optimal nextday emotional brain function is unclear. Is it the stages of sleep, their quantity or quality,
their brain oscillations, their neurochemistry? Or the cycling nature of sleep, and/or the
timing of sleep? Conversely, why do some emotional events we experience while awake
impact our sleep at night, while others do not? Is it their intensity, novelty, salience, valence,
temporal proximity to sleep, relationship with past experiences or degree of unresolved
understanding? We need to look no further than mood disorders to appreciate this wakesleep reciprocity that modulates affective states. What does seems clear, however, is that the
clinical, professional and public health ramifications of this emerging association between
sleep and affective brain function are substantive.
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Figure 1. The impact of sleep deprivation on emotional brain reactivity and functional
connectivity

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

(a) Amygdala response to increasingly negative emotional stimuli in the Sleep deprivation
and Sleep rested (control) conditions, and (b) Corresponding differences in intensity and
volumetric extent of amygdala activation between the two groups (average ± s.e.m. of left
and right amygdala), (c) Changes in functional connectivity between the medial prefrontal
cortex (mPFC) and the amygdala. With sleep, the prefrontal lobe was significantly
connected to the amygdala, regulating and exerting and inhibitory top-down control, (d)
Without sleep, however, amygdala-mPFC connectivity was decreased, potentially negating
top-down control and resulting in an overactive amygdala. *p < 0.01; error bars indicate
s.e.m. Modified from (Yoo et al 2007).
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Figure 2. REM sleep enhancement of negative emotional memories
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(a) Offline benefit (change in memory recall for 4 hr versus 15 min old memories) across
the day (wake, grey bar) or following a 90 min nap (sleep, filled bar); (b) Correlation
between the amount of offline emotional memory improvement in the nap group (i.e. the
offline benefit expressed in filled bar of figure a), and the amount of REM sleep obtained
within the nap; (c) Correlation (Pearson’s r-value) between offline benefit for emotional
memory in the sleep group (expressed in filled bar of figure a) and the relative right versus
left prefrontal spectral-band power ([electrode F4 – electrode F3]) within the delta, alpha,
theta and beta spectral bands, expressed in average 0.5 Hz bin increments. Correlation
strength is represented by the color range, demonstrating significant correlations within the
theta frequency band (hot colors), and (d) exhibiting a maximum significance at the 5.75 Hz
bin. *p < 0.05; error bars indicate s.e.m. Modified from (Nishida et al 2009).
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Figure 3. The sleep to forget and sleep to remember (SFSR) model;
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(a) Neural dynamics. Emotional memory formation involves the encoding of hippocampalbound cortical information, facilitated by the amygdala and high concentrations of
aminergic activity. During REM sleep, these neural structures are reactivated, supporting the
reprocessing of emotional memories. However, this occurs in a brain-state with dramatically
reduced adrenergic activity, allowing for both cortical strengthening (consolidation),
dissipation of previously associated emotion (visceral tone), and reestablished mPFCamygdala regulatory control. Cross-connectivity between structures is represented by
number and thickness of lines. Circles within cortical and hippocampal structures represent
information nodes; shade strength reflects extent of connectivity. Fill of amygdala and arrow
thickness represents influence upon the hippocampus. (b) Conceptual outcome. Through
multiple iterations of this REM-mechanism across one or multiple nights, such sleepdependent reprocessing results in long-term strengthening of salient memories, yet a
dissipation of the emotional charge. Thus, sleep transforms an emotional memory into a
memory of an emotional event, that itself is no longer emotional.
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Figure 4. REM sleep depotentiates amygdala reactivity to prior emotional experiences

(a) Change in emotion reactivity: group x test session interaction in bilateral amygdala
(blue), demonstrating a significant decrease in activity across a night of sleep in the sleep
group, yet an increase in the wake group across a day of wake. (b) Change in functional
connectivity: group x test session interaction in amygdala-ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(vmPFC) connectivity (yellow), demonstrating increased connectivity from after a night of
sleep yet decreased coupling after an equivalent time of wake. (c) Topographical
Spearman’s correlation (ρ) plot of the relationship between electroencephalographic (EEG)
gamma power during rapid-eye movement (REM) sleep and the extent of overnight
emotional reactivity decrease across a night of sleep, with lower levels of prefrontal gamma
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activity (marked by white circles) predicting a larger overnight decrease in emotional
reactivity. * p < 0.05. Modified from (van der Helm et al 2011).
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Figure 5. Differential impact of REM sleep on emotional reactivity
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Difference in mean ratings between the pre-sleep and post-sleep test sessions across 4
emotion categories (fear, sad, anger, and happy) for (a) the Nap group overall performance,
(b) only for those in the Nap group who obtained REM sleep, and (c) only for those in the
Nap group who did not obtain REM sleep. Within-group comparisons (symbol above
individual bars) reflect paired t-test significance (relative to null) at *<0.05 and **<0.01.
Error bars represent s.e.m. Modified from (Gujar et al 2010).
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Figure 6. REM sleep emotion recalibration model

(a) Under normal sleep rested conditions, the overnight reduction of noradrenaline levels
promoted by REM sleep restores noradrenergic tone, resulting in a low tonic, high phasic
locus coeruleus activity. This consequently primes downstream amygdala and PFC
structures that, together with the locus coeruleus, form part of an emotional salience
detection network (upper panel). Moderate next-day levels of noradrenaline, restored by
REM sleep, induce PFC engagement through activation of the α-2 receptor, which in turn
enables top-down PFC inhibition of the amygdala, reducing the likelihood of a non-specific
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amygdala response. Further, low tonic activity in locus coeruleus enhances the fidelity of
phasic responses to external emotional stimuli, relative to the low baseline firing, promoting
sensitivity to detect truly emotional stimuli, while also retaining the ability to discriminate
between degrees of emotional salience (specificity) (middle panel). The functional outcome
of this REM sleep recalibrated salience network state is the ability to discriminate between,
and appropriately react to, emotionally salient events (e.g., threatening, aggressive dog)
from non-salient stimuli (e.g., non-threatening dog) (lower panel). b) In contrast, sleep
deprivation, results in high tonic locus coeruleus firing mode and increased noradrenaline
concentrations, consequently impairing salience detection. Specifically, elevated
noradrenaline levels increase binding to the inhibitory α-1 receptor in the PFC (upper
panel). Unlike binding to α-2 receptors, α-1 receptor binding impairs PFC functioning and
so reduces top-down inhibition of the amygdala. This disinhibition results in a non-specific,
generalized amygdala responding to both emotionally salient and non-salient stimuli. Such
impairments are further exacerbated by high tonic baseline locus coeruleus activity, which
reduces the ability to differentiate phasic signals from high baseline activity (i.e. reduced
signal-to-noise). In this mode of activity, the locus coeruleus responds non-specifically to
both emotionally salient and non-emotionally salient information (middle panel). Together,
these alterations to the emotional salience network caused by sleep loss impair the accurate
discrimination of threatening from non-threatening stimuli, resulting in persistent sensitivity
and in impaired emotional specificity (lower panel). Noradrenaline alpha-1 receptor (α-1),
noradrenaline alpha-2 receptor (α-2) and noradrenaline beta receptor (β).
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Figure 7. REM Sleep to forget sleep to remember model applied to PTSD
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(a) REM sleep in PTSD without treatment, characterized by a pathological persistence of
central brain adrenergic activity (note difference in middle panel to middle panel of Figure
3a). Elevated adrenergic activity during REM sleep prevents the depotentiation of the
emotion tone associated with the salient, including traumatic, experiences. (b) REM sleep in
PTSD with treatment by Prazosin, allowing for the reduction in adrenergic levels during
REM sleep (note difference in middle panel between a and b). Consequently, there is the
restored opportunity for the dissipation of emotion from the prior trauma experiences,
preventing hyperarousal reactions during subsequent post-sleep memory recall.
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Figure 8. REM Sleep Emotion Recalibration model applied to PTSD

Elevated noradrenergic activity during REM sleep in PTSD prevents the next day
recalibration of the associated salience network, impairing optimal emotion discrimination,
similar to the state if sleep deprivation (see also sleep deprivation profile in figure 6)
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Figure 9. REM Sleep Emotion Recalibration model applied to major depression

Exaggerated REM sleep qualities in major depression produce an excessive blunting in nextday noradrenergic activity, resulting in too little noradrenaline for appropriate emotional
salience detection.
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